
FORESTRY MULCHERS

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

Hydraulic rear hood PTO shaft with cam clutch

Enclosed machine body Bolted-on rotor shafts (in forged steel)

Cylinder protection Bite Limiter Rotor

Protection chains Welded steel counter-blades

Transmission with belts Adjustable skids

Gearbox with freewheel

Data refers to machine as standard set-up. Options  may have reflects  on weights and dimensions. 
The technical data in this catalogue may be altered without prior notice.

MODEL PaTriziO 150 PaTriziO 175 PaTriziO 200

Engine (hp) 50-100 50-100 50-100

PTO (rpm) 540-1000 540-1000 540-1000

Working width (in) 58 68 77

Total width (in) 69 78 88

Weight (lbs) 1720 1940 2161

Rotor diameter (in) 14.2 14.2 14.2

Max shredding diameter (in) 6 6 6

No. blades type MINI BL 28 32 36

OPTIONS

Frontal attachment Hydraulic top link

Multiple tooth options Mechanical guard frame

Possibility to choose transmission 540 / 1000 rpm

IVT - CVT or creeper transmission strongly recommended Forestry tires and carrier belly pan

Ø 6 in max

50-100 hp

MAIN OPTIONS

Hydraulic hood
for optimal mulching, reduces
the ejection of mulched material

Two rows of screwed chains
limits mulched material output

Two rows of counter blades
for finer mulching

Bite Limiter rotor
special steel profiles  

limit the depth of cut

Frontal attachmentMechanical guard frame
guides the material 
before mulching

FAE’s small mulcher with Bite Limiter technology for tractors.

Adjustable skids
for adjusting the rotor’s
penetration of the ground

BLADE MINI BL
(standard)

MINI C/3
(option)

Patrizio mulcher works on trees branches and bushes 
up to 6 in in diameter and is great for mulching pruning 
debris. The rotor features Bite Limiter technology. 
Steel limiter rings limit the depth of cut, reducing power 
demand and guaranteeing exceptional performance. 

Patrizio has adjustable and interchangeable bolted 
skids, two rows of counter blades for fine, even mulching, 
a hydraulic hood with built-in cylinder protected by the 
machine body, and a heat-treated forged-steel tooth 
holder with MINI BL blades and MINI C/3 teeth.


